
Makarska (HR) Earth, Wind & Water

1. Plaza

1.Solar pannel
South oriented, provides solar energy and shade to future 
events hosted. As a signal, offers protection towards the city 
street. Rain water is collected in the water tank.

2.Water fog diffuser
Provides confort in warm temperatures without using a lot 
of water and offers a performative atmosphere. As a closed 
circuit, rain and used water are collected in a water tank.

3.Scaffolding
Polyvalent and light element. Provides multiple configura-
tions: bar, stage, balcony, projections...

2. Terrace

3. Park

1.Banner
Illustrated textile explaining where the products offered in 
the gastronomic centre come from: the sea, the mountain, 
the wind...the climatic conditions that make those products 
unique to experience. The textile moves with the wind to 
heighten the narrative and creates a signal towards the 
street. A workshop with local artists and people could be 
organised to manufacture it in order to strengthen the com-
munity spirit.

2.Fish net
Reference to the old fish market. Flexible and light element 
that provides sun and rain protection but with wind and light 
permeability for a maximum confort underneath.

1.Public fountain
Provides confort to the users as a gathering and social point. 
As a closed circuit, rain and used water are collected and 
filtered in a water tank.

2.Plastic curtain
Flexible and light element that provides rain and wind pro-
tection. As a transparent membrane, it maintains the visual 
connection between the market and the main city square.

3.Kiosk
Flexible and light element. Each kiosk works as an individual 
unit (electricity) and independent from the market structure. 
The floor is raised from the market floor with holes to enable 
the users to clean. The cleaning the water is filtered and 
collected in a water tank.
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Stage as performative climate

Gastronomy as cultural identity

Market as social gathering
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Permeable soil

Semi- permeable soil

Hybrid structure: brick, pre-stressed concrete, glazed tiles

Impermeable soil
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